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ABSTRACT

CLOUD RADIATIVE FORCING IN THE TROPICS

Understanding the role of clouds Is one of the highest priority

sc,ence objectives In the _obal climate change program. In particular

there has been a renewed interest m understanding the cloud racLiatlve

interactions in the tropical reglons. Although a number of studies have

emphasized the importance of cloud optical properties on the earth's radi-

attv_ energy balance, tm'ormat_on concerning cloud optical depth and

pa__cle size as a _anctlon of cloud type Is lacking.

In this study, every fifth day fxom six months of collocated

Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) Global Area

Coverage (GAC) and the instantaneous scanner Earth Radiation Budget

Expen.ment (ERBE) data from the NOAA-9 and NOAA- t0 platforms are

used to study the spectral and broadband properties of clouds over the

tyopical Pacific reglon. A sophisticated cloud masking tech_que Is used
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to separate dear @ore cloudy p)xeks. This new scene Ident:tOcat_on scheme

then is used to tnve_ the ERBE radiances to top of atmosphere (TOAI

fluxes using anguJar dependence mcdeks (ADMs) developed as part of the

ERBE pro_'am. The cloud optlcal depth and effec_ve radii of water clouds

are reu-leved using Mle theory and the discrete ordinate model. Ice clouds

are characte_nzed as randomly oriented hexagonal ice _ystals. and a

monodisperse size d.is_-lbu_ton Is assumed in order to simultaneously

reu-neve doud optical depth and effective radii simultaneously using the

discrete ordinate model. The relationship between AVHRR derived cloud

I.tquid water path (LW'?) and ERBE derived albedo as a fi.mctlon of effective

radii Is compared wlt2_ two-stream model results. Using four-stream radi-

ative transfer model results with hexagonal ice crys. tal par'-,_me_:r'Izat:ion.

the re!atlonship between ice water path (IWP) and cloud albedo Is

e.xa,mmed.

The results from th_ study tndlcate that there are slgntflcant differ-

ences between the A'v'HRR derived scene Identtflcatlon scheme and the

e._stlng ERBE scheme. The two schemes agree only 35% of the tlme for

dear sky ident_ficat_on, with a 98% agreement for the overcast category.

This shows the diff_cul ,ty m using broadband scanner data to detect clear

sky ptxeLs.
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Peal: water cloud effee_ve radiivalues are 1oet'w_en[0-12 Unto.wh/ch

agrees well wlth prevlous studies. Comparison of satellite derived values

and _wo-stream radiarwe transfer analysis show_ that the AVHRR

estimated water cloud particle slzes are larger than those predicted by

theory. More v-alidatlon studies along with 3-D radiative transfer anaiy_es

are necessary to further understand these re.lat_onsh.lps. Ice cloud

effective radii have peak values between i i -25 _-n with maxlmum values

of up to t77 m'n. The relationship between ERBE cloud albedo and

AVHRR derived IWP as a function of effective radii qualitatively is in agree-

ment with four-stream model resu/ts.

Six months of daytime analysis shows that the net radiative forcing

of ice clouds m the tropics is largely negative and that this negative cloud

forcing can be traced to large cloud optical thickness values. These net

radiative forcing values are derived from instantaneous scanner

observations. As such they should be interpreted with cau1:lon because

they are not integrated over a twenty-four hour period. Previous studies

by Raraanatham et al (1989aL and Harrison et al (1990] which w_re

averaged over space and tlme indicate that the net forcing of all clouds in

the tropics is close zero.

The day time [985 and 1987 data show that as sea surface temper-
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atu_e (SST) increases, the _oud optlcaldepth, and IVCPvalues increase.

The irap[ica_ons are that warmer SST's produces colder clouds with Large

[WP's leading to neganve net ractiat:tve forcing values This study

contzlbutes towards understanding the role of cloud optical prcpertles on

the top of atmosphere radial:lye energy budget. A coupling of the physical.

dynamical and radlatlve processes are necessary, in order to understand

the role of clouds m regulating SST's in the _-oplcs.
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